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Introduction 
Let R be a commutative ring, and let Rlnl be a polynomial ring R[Xt, . . . , X,]. For 
a prime ideal p of R, we denote by j(p) the integral closure of R/p in its quotient field 
k(p) = Rp/pR,. Note that j(p) is an R-subalgebra of k(p). An R-algebra A is called a 
quasi-polynomial algebra in n-variables if the base extension j(p)@,A is j(p)- 
isomorphic to a polynomial ring j(p)l”l in n-variables over j(p) for each prime ideal p 
of R. The purpose of the present paper is to discuss some topics related to quasi- 
polynomial algebras. 
We will need some terminology from [8] and [9]. An R-algebra A is called 
weakly projective if A is a retract of a polynomial ring R[“l, i.e. there is a pair of 
R-homomorphisms g : A -, R[“] and f: Rfnl-rA such that f og=idA, the identity 
map on A. An R-algebra A is called invertible’ if there is an R-algebra B such that 
A&B=, RI”] for some n. An invertible algebra is weakly projective but the 
converse does not necessarily hold (6.11) (see [14], [22]). An R-algebra A is called 
strongly projective if there is a projective A-module M such that the symmetric 
algebra S,&V) is R-isomorphic to a polynomial ring Rlnl. These three types of 
algebras are very closely related to quasi-polynomial algebras. 
After Milnor’s construction of projective modules, [16], Connell and Wright 
construct invertible algebras, [9], and Yanik constructs weakly projective algebras, 
[22]. In a similar way we will construct strongly projective algebras in Section 3, 
which play important role in this paper. 
In Section 2 we consider the automorphism group of RI”1 in connection with a 
lemma (2.5) which is the basic tool in constructing strongly projective algebras. 
Theorem 4.5 shows that a finitely-generated, flat, quasi-polynomial algebra A 
over a noetherian ring R is strongly projective provided that the differential 
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A-module Q&l) is projective. An R-algebra A is called stably equivalent to an 
R-algebra B if At”1 zR B[“l for some n, [I I]. We obtain the following corollary (4.7) 
of Theorem 4.5: Let A be a finitely-generated, flat, quasi-polynomial algebra over a 
noetherian ring R. Then A is stably equivalent o Rf”l if and only if Q&l) is stably 
equivalent o A”, i.e. Q&l)@ArzA”+’ for some r. We note that the assumption of 
52&l) to be projective over A can be deleted from Theorem 4.5 when R is reduced 
(5.2). 
In Section 5 we consider a finitely-generated flat R-algebra A such that the fibre 
ring k(p)@,A is k(p)-isomorphic to k(p)l’l for each prime ideal p of R. When R is 
noetherian ring, we prove that such an R-algebra A is a locally quasi-polynomial 
R-algebra, i.e. A, is a quasi-polynomial R,-algebra for each prime ideal p of R 
(see [15]). 
In Section 6 we consider invertible algebras. If A is an invertible R-algebra, then 
R&l) is finitely-generated projective over A (6.2). The main purpose of this section 
is to prove the following theorem (6.7): Let R be a commutative ring, and let A be 
an R-algebra. Then A is an invertible R-algebra such that QR(A) is of rank one if 
and only if A is stably equivalent to S&V) for some finitely-generated projective 
R-module M of rank one. 
1. Generalities 
In this paper all rings are assumed to be commutative with unit. 
1.1. Let R be a ring, and let A be an R-algebra with the structure homomorphism 
f : R +A. We call that A is an augmented R-algebra if there is a ring homomorphism 
g : A + R such that g 0 f = id,+ The homomorphism g is called an augmentation of A. 
In this case, R is said to be a retract of A. If R is a retract of A, then f is injective, 
and hence R may be viewed as a subring of A. Thus A is an augmented R-algebra if 
and only if A is of the form A = R@Z for some ideal Z of A, [lo]. An R-algebra A is 
called weakly projective if A is a retract of a polynomial ring RI”], [8]. 
1.2. Let M be an A-module. We denote by S:(M) the component of S,(M) in 
degree r. The natural augmentation @ : SA(M) +A is defined by @(F) = a, where F is 
any element of S,(M) and a is a constant of F. Therefore Ker @ = or>0 $(M), 
where Ker @ denotes the kernel of @. 
1.3. An R-algebra A is called strongly projective if there is a projective A-module 
M such that S,&M)z.,Rl”l. Note that a strongly projective algebra is weakly 
projective. 
1.4. let N be a finitely-generated projective R-module, and let A =S,&V). We can 
choose a projective R-module E so that N@E= R”, a free R-module of rank n. If 
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we set M= A C&E, then M is a projective A-module and we have 
S,(M) zA A OR &(E) I~ RI”‘. 
This shows that the symmetric algebra A is strongly projective over R. 
1.5. Let A be a weakly (resp. strongly) projective R-algebra. Then A is a finitely- 
generated flat R-algebra. Given an R-algebra S, the S-algebra S&A is weakly 
(resp. strongly) projective. These facts immediately follow from the definition of 
weakly (resp. strongly) projective algebras. If M is an A-module such that 
S,(M) zR R[“l, then SA(M) is finitely-generated over A, and hence A4 is also finitely- 
generated as an A-module. 
1.6. Given a ring homomorphism I$ : R-S, and given an R-algebra A (resp. 
R-module N), we often denote by @#A (resp. @,N) the induced S-algebra S&A 
(resp. S-module S&N). (See [16,p. 191.) An A-module M is said to be extended 
from R if there is an R-module M’ such that ME A C&M’. 
1.7. Proposition. Let A be a weakly projective R-algebra, and let M be an 
A-module. Suppose the AD-module Mp is extendedfrom R, for each prime ideal p of 
R. Then M is extended from T. 
Proof. Since A is a retract of a polynomial ring, there is a pair of R-homomor- 
phisms h : A -+ Rfnl and j : RI”1 *A such that j 0 h = idA. Since M,, is extended from 
R,, we can choose an R,-module N so that M,zA,,&N. Therefore we have 
R,@, h,MzRr’&N, i.e. R,@, h,M is an extended R$‘-module from R. 
This shows that h,M is an extended RI”]-module from R, [18]. Thus we can find 
an R-module L so that h.MzR[“lr& L. This RI”]-isomorphism induces an 
A-isomorphism j#h.M~j,(R[“lORL)aAO, L. On the other hand, j,h,MzM 
because j 0 h = idA. Therefore MS A OR L, which completes the proof. C 
1.8. Proposition. Let M bean A-modulesuch that QR(A)@M is a finitely-generated 
projective A-module of rank n. Then In&S,(M)) I S,(M) 0, (Q,(A)@M). 
Proof. Let @ : S,(M)+A be a natural augmentation, and let I= Ker @. Note that 
I/I*aM as A-modules because I= @ ,,,SJ(M). Now consider the usual exact 
sequence 
Z/ZzuI @~Q,&(M)) -OR -a 
of A-modules. Since QR(A) is projective over A, this exact sequence splits, and 
therefore &RR(SA(M)) = Q,(A)@ v(I/I*). Let P be a prime ideal of A. Then Mp is 
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which implies R(S,&f)P) 3 S,@f):. This shows that Q&S,(M)) is extended from A 
(Proposition 1.7) because the symmetric algebra S,(M) is weakly projective over A 
(1.4). If we denote by Gp: SA(M)p-‘Ap the induced augmentation, then 
AP 0, ~;lrS)R(SA(M))~:~xRR(SA(M)P)2A~. 
So @+RR(S,‘,(M)) is a projective A-module of rank R. Since ##Q,&,(M)) is a 
homomorphic image of sR(A)@M, we get #&R(S,&f)) z &?R(A)@M. Thus 
QR(S,(M)) s &4(M) 6% @,aR(s,(M)) z s/l(M) 8, (nR(A)@“) 
and we conclude the proof. Cl 
1.9. Corollary. Let M be a projective A-module such that S,&14)aR RI”]. Then 
sZR(A)@Mz A”. 
1.10. Proposition. Let A be an R-algebra such that S&4) is a strongly projective 
R-algebra for some finitely-generated projective A-module M. Then A is also a 
strongly projective R-algebra. 
Proof. Let us set B=SA(M). We can choose a projective B-module L so that 
Ss(L) I~ RI”]. It follows from Corollary 1.9 that n,(B)@ L 3 El”. Thus OR(R) is a 
finitely-generated projective B-module. Given a prime ideal P of A, as shown in the 
proof of Proposition 1.8, oR(R)p is a free Bp-module of finite rank, say r. If we Set 
N= B”@L, then 
i.e. Np is an extended S,(M)p-module from Ap. Therefore N is extended from A by 
Proposition 1.7, and hence we can choose some projective A-module E so that 
N= B@, E. As a consequence we obtain SB(N) zB B @A S,(E) z,_, SAW@ E). On the 
other hand, SB(N) + S&3”@ L) =:R [*“]. So S,&f@E) zR RizR1, which shows that 
A is strongly projective over R. 0 
1.11. Proposition. Let A be a strongly projective R-algebra. Then there is an 
injection 0 : A G RLnl such that Afnl Z, SRM(B,RR(A)). 
Proof. Let A4 be a projective A-module such that SA(M)m, RI”]. under this 
isomorphism we identify S,(M) with R [“I. In particular A is an R-subalgebra of Rin]. 
Since S,(M) 0, SA(OR(A)) zA A[“] (Corollary 1.9), we have 
A [“I z_ Rl”‘OA S,&‘,(A)) aR S,+I(R~“I@~ RR(A)), 
which completes the proof. 0 
1.12. A ring R is said to be a PE,-ring if an arbitrary projective RIRl-module M 
of rank m is extended from R for any positive integer n (cf. [12]). In particular a 
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PE,-ring is also said to be a seminormal ring. Namely a ring R is seminormal if 
and only if a natural injection Pit(R) --t Pic(RI”]) is an isomorphism for any positive 
integer n, where Pit(*) denotes the Picard group (see [20], [21]). A one-dimensional 
noetherian domain D is a PE,-ring for any positive integer m if and only if D is 
seminormal ([6]). 
1.13. Proposition. Let R be a PE,-ring, and let A be a strongly projective 
R-algebra. Suppose QR(A) is projective of rank m. Then A is stably equivalent o 
SR(N) for some projective R-module N. 
Proof. By virtue of Proposition 1.11, A may be considered as an R-subalgebra of 
R[“l such that Afnl~R S,+I(R[“~@~ QR(A)). Since QR(A) is projective over A of rank 
m, R[“lOA Q,(A) is extended from R, and hence we can choose some projective 
R-module N so that R[“lOr( RR(A)= R[“lOR N. This shows that 
A InI sR S,+i(RI”I OR N) z S,(N)I”l 
as required. 0 
2. Automorphisms of polynomial rings 
2.1. Let R be a ring. After [9] we will write GA,(R) for the group of R-automor- 
phisms of RI”]. Let (F#= (F I, . . . ,F,,) denote the vector for F,, . . . , F,,E R[“l. An 
element (r E GA,(R) is called elementary if a is of the form 
(cr(xi))l=(xI,...,~j-I,~j+F,~j+l,...,~~), 
where FE R[Xl, . . . , Xi_ 1, Xj+ 1, . . . , X,,]. The subgroup of GA,,(R) generated by all 
elementary elements is denoted by EA,(R). 
2.2. Let GL,(R) be a general linear group, and let I,, be an identity matrix of 
GL,(R). We denote by E,(R) the subgroup of GL,(R) generated by all elementary 
matrices. 
2.3. Let a be an element of GA,,(R). The Jacobian matrix J(~)EGL,(R[“I) is 
defined by J(a) = (6’a(Xj)/aXi),. Let @ = (fij) be an element of GL,(R[“]), and let r 
be an integer such that rzn. We define n,(G) E GA,+,(R) by 
(nr(~)Xi))l+“=(X,,...,Xr+,) ” O ( > 0 @’ 
i.e. n,(g)(Xi) =Xi (i= 1, . . . , r) and 
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Note that II,: GL,(R@l) + GA =+,(R) is an injective group homomorphism. Now let 
o’ be an element of GA,, 1(R) defined by (cr’(X,)):“= (a(Xi), . . . , a(X,,), X,, i). 
Then the map GA,,(R) + GA,. ,(R) defined by a+ (Y’ is clearly an injective group 
homomorphism. Thus we may regard GA,,(R) as a subgroup of GA,. ,(R). In par- 
ticular, GA,,(R) is a subgroup of GA2,,(R). Therefore d = n,(J(ar)-‘)a, is well defined 
as an element of GA2,,(R). Indeed, d can be described as follows: 
(See PI.) 
2.4. Given a ring homomorphism f : R -+ i?, let us denote by f * : GA,(R) 4 GA,(R) 
(resp. f” : GL,(R) 4 GL,(R)), the induced group homomorphism. If f is injective, 
f * (resp. f”) is also injective, and hence GA,(R) (resp. GL,(R)) may be considered 
as a subgroup of GA,(R) (resp. GL,(R)) when R is a subring of 8. If f is surjective, 
then it is easy to see that f *(EA,(R)) = EA,(R) (resp. f”@,(R)) =,5,(R)). In other 
words, any element a! of EA,(R) (resp. E,(R)) can be lifted to an element of l%,,(R) 
(resp. K(R)). 
The following, due to [l], [9] and [22], is the key lemma in this paper. 
2.5. Lemma. Let i? = R/sR where s E R, and let f : R + I? be the canonical projec- 
tion. Suppose CTE GA,(R). Then there is an element g E GA2,,(R) such that 
d = f *(e). Ifs is a non-zero divisor, then we can choose such a g to be an element of 
G&,(R) (7 EAz,(R [ 3 1). 
Proof. See [22, p. 3451. See also (9, p. 1561 and [I, p. 4661. 0 
2.6. Let fA : R* +I? (A = 1,2) be a pair of ring homomorphisms, and let Rj. = fl(Ri). 
We say that {fl,f } z is a r-pair if { fi, f2} satisfies the following conditions: 
(r,) R2 is noetherian. 
(r’) Ker fi is a principal ideal. 
(rs) There is a unit element of R such that t El?, nR, and i? =R,[ $1 =Ri + tl?z. 
From the condition (r,) it easily follows that R =R, + trR2 for any positive integer 
r. The following proposition is due essentially to Brynski [7J. 
2.7. Proposition. Let {f,, fi} be a r-pair as in 2.6. Then: 
(0 E&(R) C G&(%)EMRI). 
(ii) E,(R) C GL,(~&,(RI). 
Proof. The proof of (ii) is quite similar to the proof of(i) and we only prove (i). Let 
/I be an elementary element of GA,(R) which is of the form 
(P(Xi))S=(X1,...,Xj-1,Xj+~Xj+I,...,X,) 
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fOTFER[XI,...,Xj_*,Xj+I,..., X,]. Let r be a positive integer. Since I? = I?, + trR2, 
we can choose a pair of elements FA E R,[X,, . . . , Xj_ ,, Xi+ ,, . . . , X,] (I. = 1,2) so 
that F= FI + trF2. We define an elementary element &) of GA,@,) by 
Now let a be any element of EA,(I?). Then a is of the form a= a,,, --. ol, where 
aI, *m-9 am are elementary elements. Let us set akr= ok ..e a,rx$, 1.. ok(L). If deg H 
denotes the total degree of HE RI”), then there is an integer u such that deg a&(X;) I u 
for k=l,..., m, i=l,..., n, r=l,2,3 ,.... Given a positive integer u, we shall show 
ak,(Xi) =X; (mod t”@‘) for some large integer r. SUppOSe ak- ,,JXJ is of the form 
ak_l,r(x;)=x;+tu~; for H;E@“) (i=l,...,n). Since R=J!,[+] and degHisu, 
given an integer w, we can easily verify that ak,(X;) = Xi (mod t”‘@‘) for suffici- 
ently large integers r and u. This shows that ok,(Xi) = Xi (mod to@‘) for k = 1, . . . , n 
by induction. In particular a,,E GA,@“‘), and hence a E GA,(R2)EAn(R,), which 
completes the proof of (i). 0 
2.8. Proposition. Let {f,, fi} be a r-pair as in 2.6, and let @ be any element of 
GL,,(I?). Then there is an element w E GL&i) such that 00 w E E4n(l?2)EJ,(RI). 
Proof. According to [16, p. 221, we have @@@-‘E El,,(R). Since 
E,,(R) C GL2ntRdE2nCR~) 
by Proposition 2.7(ii), we can choose @t EE&,) and &EGL~,(J?$ so that 
~$0 @-’ = I#@ ,. Again we have 1~5~0 @;’ E E4,,(R2), and hence 
~O~-‘O~;‘=~~~10~;‘=(~20~;1)(~1OI2n)~E4n(R~)E4n(R~). 
If we set w=@-I@@;‘, then w E GLJ,,(R) and 40 w E J%,(R2)&,(Rt) as 
required. 0 
2.9. Proposition. Let {f,, f2) be a r-pair as in 2.6. 
(i) For any a E GA,(Rz), we have ti E fi*(GA2,(R2)). 
(ii) For any a E GA,(R), we have 6 E GA2,(I?2)EA2,,(RI). 
Proof. (i): This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5. 
(ii): Let T be an indeterminate, and let g : R [ T] +R be an augmentation defined by 
g(T) = 0. There is an element Q E GA2,,(I?[ T]) n EA2,(R[ Z T-I]) such that d = g*(,o) 
(Lemma 2.5). This shows that de-’ is of the form (tie-‘(Xi))? = (Xi + THi)?, where 
Hi=Hi(T, X1, ..., X,,)ER[T][~“]. Recall that R=R,[J], and therefore we get 
t’Hi(t’, X1, ..., X~“)ER~ [“’ for sufficiently large integer r. Let h,: f?[ T, T-*1+ I? is an 
augmentation defined by h,(T) = t’. Since h,*(dQ-‘) = tihf(e-‘), we have 
(CihT(e-‘)(Xi))T = (Xi + t’Hi(t’, XI 9 e .a 3 Xz,))f”, 
which implies dh:(e-‘)EGA2,(R2). On the other hand, from the fact QE 
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EA&[ i7 r-‘1) it follows that h:(g) E EA2,(R), and hence /Z:(Q) E GA2,(R2)EA2,(R,) 
by Proposition 2.7. Thus ~EGA&~)EA&,), which completes the proof 
of (ii), 0 
3. The fibre product of strongly projective algebras 
As for the basic concepts and results on fibre products we refer to [16, $21 and 
[3, Ch. VIII, $31. 
3.1. Consider a pullback diagram 
P2 
R-R 2 




of rings. Let Al be a strongly projective R*-algebra for L = 1,2. Suppose there is an 
R-isomorphism a :f,,A I 4 fZrA2. The fibre product A = ALR(Ai, cx,Az) is defined 
by the diagram 
A2 
(2) 
where fi: Al 'fix Al denotes the natural map. We make A into an R-algebra by 
b(at,a2)=(Ri(b)ai, p&)02) for PER and (al,a2)~A. (See [16, p. 201 and (221.) For 
convenience sake, we put F1 =aof[, F2=fi and A =f2# A . Then the diagram (2) 2 
induces the following pullback diagram of R-algebras: 
p2 
A-A 2 




where PA denotes the projection. Let MA be a finitely-generated projective AA- 
module. Suppose there is an A-isomorphism @ : F1 JWI + F2&f2. The fibre product 
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MI-F M ta 2 
where F; : MA --) FAgMA denotes the natural map. Note that M is an A-module, [16, 
p. 201. According to [5, Ch. III, $51, the diagram (4) induces a diagram 
s,,@f2) 
I SW;) S(@-F;) 
PA, - wm 
of symmetric algebras, where R=F2#M2. Let Ms=MA(Ml,@,M2)’ denote the 
fibre product defined by the diagram (5). Given a pair of elements a = (ai,az) E A 
and c = (cl, ~2) EMU, we can easily verify that (a,~,, a2c2) E MS, and hence MS may 
be viewed as an A-algebra by setting ac = (nici, a2c2). Now let 
be an induced A-isomorphism from @ : FI,MI -+ F2#M2. Then the fibre product 
ALA(S,,(Mi), $,S,+(Ml)) is well defined. If we identify FA,SA,(MA) with SA(FJ.,MJ 
by a natural isomorphism F~~SAI(M~)~S~(F~,M*), then dj=S(@). Therefore we 
have MS=ALA(SA,(MI), 6,SA,(M2)). We keep these notations fixed throughout 
this section. 
3.2. We consider the special case where AA = Ry’. We identify fi,AA with RI”1 by an 
obvious isomorphism. In this case, fi: Ry’ +R[“l is a natural homomorphism 
defined by f;(X;)=X; (i= l,..., n) and a is an element of GA,(R). Suppose 
~E~~*(GA,(R~))~T(GA.(R~)). We can choose a pair of elements OI~E GA,(RJ 
(A = 1,2) SO that a=f~(cr2)f:(clr;‘). If we set Yi= aI( Zi=a2(XJ and vi= 
f2*(oz)(Xi) (i= 1, . . ..n). then R, [“l=Rl[Y ,,..., Y,,], Rf1=R2[Zl ,..., Z,] and 
R]V,, *.., V,,]. Furthermore A = AL,(Ry! a, RF’) is the fibre product defined 
diagram 
R2[Z,, . . ..Z.l 
I 6 
RI[Y,, . . . . Ynl -2-b R[V,, . ..) V,] 
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3.3. In a similar way of 3.2 we consider the case where M*=Ai for any 
A=ALR(A,,a,A2). Give a ring B, let {e,,...,e,} be a basis of B”. Thus A;= 
Alei@.-.@Ale,, and A =Aei@...@Ae,,. We identify Fk,A” withA” by an obvious 
isomorphism. Note that @ is an element of GL,(A). Now suppose 
~EF~“(GL,(A~))FI”(GL,(A~)). 
Then @ is of the form @=Fi(@z)F{(@;‘) for @i~GL,(AA). Let US set @t(ci)=yi, 
@2(ei) = ti and F;(Q2)(ei) = Ui. The fibre product M=MA(Ay, @, AZ) is defined by 





where @ oFi =F;(zJ= Vi. Therefore we may assume M=A”, Gi(eJ=yi and 
G2(eJ = Zi. 
3.4. Proposition. There is M= MA(MI, @, M2) such that S*,(M*) zRi Ry]. 
Proof. From the definition of F*, we get a natural isomorphism n~(A)z 
F&2R.(A& so FI~QR,(AI)~F2~SZR2(A2). Since A, and A2 are strongly projective, 
we can take finitely-generated modules Qi and Q2 over Al and A2 respectively so 
that S,,(Q,) sR, RI,“] and SA2(Q2)zR, 2 . Rlk’ From Corollary 1.9 it follows that 
Gt,(Ad@Q,=A? and .C2,,(A2)@Q2zA:. Therefore if we set MI = Q1@Af 
and M2= Q2@Ay, then we obtain an isomorphism @ : F,,M, = F2&12 (see [16, 
p. 22]), i.e. M=MA(MI, @,M2) is well defined. Defining n =k+m, it follows that 
S,+(M*) zR1 Ryl as required. Cl 
3.5. Proposition. Suppose {f,, f } 2 is a r-pair. Then (F,, F2) is a r-pair. 
Proof. The proof consists of two steps. 
(I) First we shall consider the special case where AA = Ry’. As shown in 3.2 we may 
assume A = RI”1 and a E GA,(R). In order to prove that {F,, F2} is a r-pair, it suffices 
to show that RI”‘= a(Ry]) + tR[“’ 2 . Let X10’ e-q X,” =H be any monomial of @I. We 
can choose an element L E I?[“] so that a-‘(L) = H. Since {f,, f2) is a r-pair, we have 
i? =a,[+], and hence t’L E tR, -b1 for sufficiently large integer r. This shows that 
t’He tR2[a-‘(X1), . . . , a-‘(X,,)]. On the other hand, each element a E R is of the form 
a =a1 + t’a2 (al ERR). Therefore aH is contained in $‘I + tR2[a-‘(XI), . . . , a-‘(X,,)], 
which implies that Rl”l=R’,“] + tR2[a-‘(XI), . . . , a-*(X,,)]. Since Rlnl= a(Rl”]), we 
have RI”1 = a@“) + tRF1 as required. 
(II) Now we consider the general case. Let M=MA(MI, @,M2) be as in Proposi- 
tion 3.4. Since fi: AA -fA,AA is a natural map, we obtain a natural isomorphism 
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Thus 
and 
Under these isomorphisms we assume SA(F~.M,) = arfi#SA,(M1) and S,4(F2#M2) =
f2#S,,(M2). Let IE:fi,SA,(M,)~a,fi,SA,(M,) be a natural isomorphism induced 
from a :f,,A 1 +f2+A2. On the other hand the isomorphism @ : F,,MI +F2&f2 
induces an A-algebra isomorphism S(Q) : S_,#i.MI)-+S~(F2,M2). Therefore if we 
denote by $* : SA,(A4J -+f&AI(MA) the natural map, then S(@ 0 FI’) = S(Q) 0 @O~I 
and S(F;) =$2. Recall that S,+(M,) z,, Z?f;l and f&A,(M~)zf&~l. Thus we may 
assume S,+(MJ = Ry’ and fk,SA,(MA) = @‘l. In this case, f1 : Rfl AI?“] is a natural 
homomorphism defined by s’(XJ =Xi. Moreover S(Q) 0 a is an R-automorphism 
of RI”], i.e. S(Q) 0 d is an element of GA,(R). From the assertion (I) it follows that 
{S(~oF;),S(F;)}={S(~)oaoS,,S2) is af-pair. So weget 
SA(~) = S(@ o F;)(S,@i)) + W361,W2h 
which implies A = F,(A ,) + ?F2(A2) because the restriction of S(@ 0 F;) and S(F;) to 
Ai and A2 are FI and F2 respectively. Thus the proof of the proposition is 
completed. Cl 
3.6. Proposition. Zf {f,, fi) is a r-pair, then M is a finitely-generated projective 
A-module. (See [ 16, p. 201.) 
Proof. According to [16, p. 221, we can choose N=MA(Nl,&N2) so that 
M,@NASA?. Since M@N=M,&fi@Ni, @PO, M2@N2), we may assume 
MA = A; and @E GL,(A) (3.3). Note that {F,, F2} is a r-pair by Proposition 3.5, 
and we can choose YE GL&i) so that 00 YuEE4,(F2(A2))E4”(FI(A1)) by Pro- 
position 2.8. If we set L =M,(Af’, Y,AF), thenM@LG:M,(Ay, 00 !P,Ar:“). Since 
&,,(F~(AI)) =F,T(&(Ai)), we have M@L =A4” (3.3), which proves the 
proposition. Cl 
3.7. Proposition. (Milnor, [16, p. 201.) Everyfinitely-generatedprojective module 
over A is isomorphic to M=M,(M,, @,M2) for some M,,Mz and @. 
Proof. Let L be a finitely-generated projective A-module. We can choose some 
A-module K so that L@KrA” for some n. Let us set MA = P1,L and Ni= PA,K. 
Since F1 0 PI = F20 P2. there are natural isomorphisms Q, : F, #MI 4 F2*M2 and 
Y: FI,NI+F2aN2. If we define M=M,(M,, @,M2) and N=MA(NI, Y,N2), then 
M@N=MA(MI@N,, 00 Y,Mz@Nz). Now the natural map L@K+M@N 
is clearly an isomorphism, and hence the natural map L+M is also an 
isomorphism. 0 
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3.8. Proposition. Suppose {f,, f2) is a r-pair. Then MA is naturally isomorphic to 
P*,M, i.e. the AI-homorphism qbl: PA,M+Mn induced from the projection 
PA : M -+ MA is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [16, p. 201. The proof 
consists of two steps. 
(I) Suppose MA =A: and @ EF~(GL,(A~))F{(GL,(A,)). Then M is defined by 
the pullback diagram (7) (3.3). Therefore PI.M=A,e,@.--@Ale, and MI= 
AIyI@---@A1yn. Furthermore P, : M-M, is defined by P,(eJ= Gr(eJ=yi. This 
shows that @r : Pl,M+M, is defined by @r(eJ =_Yi, and hence @r is an isomorphism. 
(II) We consider the general case. From the proof of Proposition 3.6, we may 
regard M= MA(MI, @, M2) as a direct summand of MA(MI@LI, @@ Y,M2@L2) for 
some L = MA(Ll, Y, L2) which satisfies MA@ LA = AZ and 
@O yuEFt”(E,(Az))F1’(E,(Al)). 
Now let yi : P*,L -+ LA be a natural map. Then 
may be viewed as a natural map from P*#(M@L) to Mk@LI. by setting 
PA,M@P*,L=PA,(M@L). From the assertion (I) it follows that @j.@Vi is an 
isomorphism, and hence @A is also an isomorphism. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 0 
3.9. Remark. Let 5: FI,P,M+F2,P2,M be a natural isomorphism. Then the 
fibre product MA(PI#M, 6, P2#M) is well defined. From the definition of @A in 





is commutative, where Pi denotes the natural map. Therefore if we identify Pk,M 
with MA by the isomorphism @A, then it is easy to see that CD = $. This shows that 
M=M,(M,,@,M~)=MA(P,&~,P~~M). 
3.10. Proposition. Suppose {f,, f2} is a r-pair. Then S,(M) is A-isomorphic to Ms. 
Proof. Since M is a finitely-generated projective A-module (Proposition 3.6), the 
component S;(M) of SA(M) in degree r is also a finitely-generated projective 
A-module. Thus S;(M) is naturally isomorphic to 
N(‘)= MA(P,&(M), @“), P2,S5(M)), 
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where @@): F,,P,,S~(M)-FZ~P?*S;(M) denotes the natural isomorphism 
(Remark 3.9). By the isomorphism Qi: P,+M-+ MA as in Proposition 3.8, we may 
assume P,&4=Mk and Pi,SL(M) = S&Vi). Let 
S(@ ), : zi(F, aMI) + .m&dw 
be an isomorphism induced from S(G). Then it is easy to see that 
N(“=W&&W, S(O),, q&W,)), 
and hence 
MS = ,FO N(‘)a ,FO S;(M) = S,&V). 
which completes the proof. ci 
3.11. Proposition. Suppose {f,, fi} is a r-pair. Then A is strongly projective 
over R. 
Proof. The proof consists of two steps. 
(I) First we consider the special case where Ai. = Ry’ and (YE GA,(R) (3.2). Recall 
that FA,A; =A” (3.3) and ~A,A =@“]=A (3.2). Thus the A-module isomorphism 
J(a)-’ : F,,A’I’-+F2,A; is well defined because J(a)-’ E GL,(Rlnl). Let us set 
Mk=A; and @=J(a)-‘. Then 
If we identify SA(A~) with A[X,,+ ,, . . . , X2,,] = I?[*“1 by an obvious isomorphism, 
then S(J(a)-‘) may be considered as an element of GA*,(R). From the definition of 
F;: Ay+F,,A; (3.3), it easily follows that S(J(a)-’ 0 F;) = n,(J(a)-‘)aof, = d of,, 
whereJt : Rp’ -*R12n] is a natural map. SoMSis isomorphic to A’=AL,(Rp], ti, Ryl) 
as an R-algebra. Since S,&V)z:, MS (Proposition 3.10), in order to show that A is 
strongly projective over R, it suffices to prove that A’ is strongly projective over R 
(Proposition 1 .lO). From Proposition 2.9(ii) we have d E GA2JR2)EA2JR,). Thus ti 
is of the form d= a2aI for a2E GA2,(R2) and aI E EA2JRt). Since EA2,(Rt) = 
f1*(EA2,(Rt)), we have A’+ALR(R[,2”’ , a2, Ryl) (3.2). Replacing A by A’, we may 
assume from the first that a is contained in GA,@*). So CE~T(GA~JR~)) by Pro- 
position 2.9(i), and therefore A’zR Itnl (3.2), which completes the proof of the 
assertion (I). 
(II) Next we consider the general case. Let M=M,(M,, @,M2) be as in Proposi- 
tion 3.4. Then MS+. ALR(R~‘, p, Rrl) for some p E GA,(R). Thus MS is strongly 
projective over R by the assertion (I), and hence .8,&W) is also strongly projective 
over R because S,(M) + MS by Proposition 3.10. This shows that A is strongly pro- 
jective over R (Proposition 1. lo), which completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
3.12. Proposition. Let B be a flat R-algebra. Suppose {f,, f2) is a r-pair and 
suppose pA#B is a strongly projective RA-algebra for each I = 1,2. Then B is strongly 
projective over R. 
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P,,B - f-2~2d 
Since fiopI=f20p2, thereisanaturalisomorphismP:f,.pl,B-*ft+p?1LBandthe 
fibre product ALP(p,,B, p, p2#B) is well defined. Furthermore ALn(p,,B, P, p2#B) 
is strongly projective over R by Proposition 3.11. Therefore B is also strongly pro- 
jective over R because B=ALR(plar /I, pzaB). 0 
4. Quasi-polynomial algebras 
4.1. Let A be an R-algebra. We will denote by R the integral closure of R in the 
total quotient ring of R. Recall that A is called a quasi-polynomial algebra in 
n-variables if j(p) ORA zj(p)t”] for each prime ideal p of R, where j(p) = R/p. Let 
f: R + S be a ring homomorphism. Suppose pC R and PCS be a pair of prime 
ideals such that p =f -l(P). Then there is a natural ring homomorphism j(p) +j(P). 
Thus if A is a quasi-polynomial R-algebra, then sORA is a quasi-polynomial 
S-algebra. 
4.2. Lemma. Let R be a reduced noetherian ring, and let A be a finitely-generated, 
flat, quasi-polynomial R-algebra in n-variables. Then there is a finitely-generated 
R-subalgebra S of l? such that S@, A z $“I. 
Proof. Since R is reduced noetherian ring, R is the direct product j(pt) x --. x j(p,) 
for all minimal prime ideals pl, . . . , pm of R. Furthermore j(p;)@,A zj(pJt*) for 
i=l,..., m, and hence R&A I RI”). Thus we may assume that A is an R-subalgebra 
of I?[“) such that ROR A zR[A] = @“I because A is R-flat. Suppose A = R[h,, . . . , h,] 
for h ,,...,hrER(“). WecanchooseFi=Fi(X,,...,X,)~~[~1sothatFi(h,,...,h,)=Xj 
(i= 1, . . . , n). Let S be an R-subalgebra of f? generated by all coefficients of 
h,, . . . . h,ER(“) and F,, . . . , F, E R(r). Then S@, A H S[A] = 9”) as required. 0 
4.3. Lemma. Let R be a noetherian ring with the nil-radical F, and let A be a flat 
R-algebra. Suppose R/F OR A E (R/F)[“). Then A G Rln). 
Proof. We can choose h,,...,h,EA so that A=R[h,,...h,]+rA and the residue 
classes Iii= hi (mod FA) (i= 1, . . . , n) are algebraically independent over R/J. Since r 
is finitely-generated, we get a positive integer r such that r’=(O). Therefore 
A=R[h,,..., h,] +gA =R[h,, . . . . h,]. Now let F(X,, . . . . X,,) be an element of Rln) 
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such that F(h t, . . . ,h,) E r[h,, . . . , h,]. Then F(X,, . . . , X,,) E r[X,, . . . , X,] because fi; 
are algebraically independent over R/J. This shows that the kernel a of R-homomor- 
phism @ : RI*]-R[h, , . . . , h] defined by @(Xi) = h; is contained in r[Xt, . . . ,X,,]. Since 
A=R[h,,..., h,] is R-flat, we have a=(O) by [17. p. 4451, which completes the 
proof. 0 
4.4, Lemma. Let R be a noetherian ring with the nil-radical F, and let R= R/F. 
Suppose a flat R-algebra A satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) R,(A) is a finitely-generated projective A-module. 
(ii) A = I? OR A is strongly projective over 8. 
Then A is strongly projective over R. 
Proof. We can choose some projective A-module Q so that C?,(A)@ Qz A”. From 
the hypothesis (ii) we can find a projective A-module I%? so that SA(M) =R Rtml for 
some m. Note that fJ,&i)@MaAm (Corollary 1.9). If we define Q=AOA Q, then 
fG@A”EA@!&(A)@QGAm@Q. 
Therefore 
On the other hand, SA(A~@ Q) is A-flat, and hence SA(Am@ Q) is R-flat because A 
is R-flat. Thus SA(A”‘@Q) 3R R lrn+4 by Lemma 4.3. This shows that A is strongly 
projective over R. 0 
4.5. Theorem. Let R be a noetherian ring, and let A be a finitely-generated, flat, 
quasi-polynomial R-algebra. Suppose sZR(A) is a projective A-module. Then A is a 
strongly projective R-algebra. 
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 4.4 we may assume that R is reduced. Suppose A is not 
strongly projective over R. Let S be a finitely-generated R-subalgebra of R such that 
S@, A zS[“l as in Lemma 4.2. There is a non-zero divisor c in S such that cSC R. If 
c is a unit in S, then S = R, and hence A z R[“l. This contradicts the assumption that 
A is not strongly projective over R. Therefore cS is a proper ideal of R. Now 







R/cS - S/es 
where g,, f, are the natural injections and g2, f2 are the canonical projections. This 
diagram is clearly a pullback diagram and ( fi, f2) is a r-pair. If R/es@, A is 
strongly projective over R/es, then A is strongly projective over R by Proposition 
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shows that L @lA RR(A) P L Or: (LOa RR(A)) G L”, and hence L @A, (A P@A RR(A)) z 
L”. On the other hand, for a prime ideal p=PnR of R, there is a natural map 
k(p) OR A -, k(P). Thus k(P) O,, (APOA Q&l)) I k(P)” because k(p) OR R&l) z 
(k(p)@,A)“. It follows from Nakayama’s Lemma that A&t QR(.4) is free over 
Ap. So R&l) is projective, which completes the proof. El 
5.2. Corollary. Let R be a reduced noetherian ring, and let A be a finitely-generated, 
flat, quasi-polynomial R-algebra. Then A is strongly projective over R. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 5.1. 0 
5.3. Lemma. Let R be a local ring, and let f: R --+l? be a ring homomorphism. 
Suppose A is a finitely-generated augmented R-algebra satisfying the following two 
conditions: 
(i) QR(A) is projective over A. 
(ii) R OR A z:R S&Vi) for some projective R-module M. Then I? OR A z !?[‘I for 
some n. 
Proof. It suffices to show that A4 is free. We may identify DORA with S&VI) by 




of rings, where f’ and g’ are the natural maps. Thus gkfkQR(A)=fffg,RR(A). 
Since R OR A = S,&M), we have 
f,kQ,(A)zQR(f,A 
Therefore 
) 2 SR(M) Ofi M. 
f,g&&A)=g;(S/? ‘(M)@,M)EM. 
Note that g,RR(A) is a free R-module, and hence A4 is a free R-module, which 
completes the proof. El 
5.4. Let t be a non-unit element of a ring R. We denote by f? the tR-adic completion 
of R. 
5.5. Lemma. Let R,= R/t’R, and let A be an R-algebrasuch that RrOR A is weakly 
projective over R, for each positive integer r. Then I?@,,, A is an augmented 
d-algebra. 
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Y=X-g’(X), thenRi+][X]=R[+][Y] andR,[a,X+6,]=R,[a,Y]. So we get 
where 
Let A =R[h,, . . ..h.]. Then 
R[A]=R[hi, **. h,]= @ MjY’. 
j20 
Thus h; is of the form h;=m;iY+***+mirY’for moEMj (j=l,...,r, i=l,...,n), 
where r is the maximal Y-degree of h 1, . . . , h,. Let us set Nj = Rm i, + **a + Rm,,j C Mj 
(j= 1, . . . , r), the R-submodule of 1Mj generated by mij, . . . , m,j. It is easy to see that 
each Nj is a fractional ideal of I? such that f?[A] = R[N, Y, . . . , N,Y’]. Recall that 
&I] = R&A is R-flat, and hence Ni is a projective R-module because Ni is a 
direct summand of R[A]. Since R is local, Ni is a free R-module of rank one. In 
other words, R[A] is of the form R[A]=R[aY,N2Y2,...,N,Yr] for some aeK. 
Therefore 
and 
RJA] = R,[a,Y] = R,[aY, N2Y2, . . . , N,Y’] 
R[~][A]=R[~][Y]=R[$][aY,N2Y2,...,N,Y’], 
which imply R,[a,Y,] = R,[aY] and R[t][Y] =R[$][aY]. This shows that 
R[A]=l?[+][aY]rl nR [ Y] =R[aY]zf?[[X], 
L” ua > 
i.e. R&A =R[A] is a locally polynomial p-algebra in one variable. According to 
[4], we can choose a projective R-module M of rank one so that l?@,A zS,q(M). 
Note that sZR(A) is projective over A by Lemma 5.1; so it follows from Lemma 5.2 
that f?& A =f?[X] as required. 
(II) Next we consider the general case by induction on (Krull) dimension 
dim R = r. If r= 0, then R is a field and Theorem 5.7 is obvious. Suppose dim R = r. 
As shown in the proof of (I) we can take t E R so that 
where K is a quotient field of R. We may assume t a non-unit element in R. From 
the induction hypothesis, R&A is a quasi-polynomial R,-algebra in one variable, 
where R,= R/t’R for any positive integer r. On the other hand, sZ,dA) is a projective 
A-module by Lemma 5.1, and therefore QR,(RrOR A) is projective over RIOR A. 
This shows that RrOR A is strongly projective over R, by Theorem 4.5. A strongly 
projective algebra is weakly projective (1.3). Thus d@, A is an augmented 
d-algebra (Lemma 5.5). Furthermore R^ OR A is a finitely-generated flat R-algebra 
such that k(P)@,A =k(P)[X] for each prime ideal P of R. Note that R is a 
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noetherian local ring and, by the assertion (I) above, RoR A is a quasi-polynomial 
R-algebra. This shows that dORA is strongly projective over R (Theorem 4.5). 




where go, j’~ (A = 1,2) are natural injections. Since R is faithfully flat over R, we have 
R =R[S]nR, i.e. the diagram (8) is a pullback diagram. Let R[[X]] be a formal 
power series ring in one variable. Then R = R([X]]/(X- t), and hence each element 
oeR[S] is of the form a=a,,~k+a,~k+’  ..a for some integer k. Thus R[ +] is of 
the form R [ $]= R [ $]+ tl?. This shows that {f,, fi} in the diagram (8) is a r-pair, 
and therefore A is strongly projective over R by Proposition 3.12. In particular A is 
an augmented R-algebra. From the assertion (I) it follows that A is a quasi-poly- 
nomial R-algebra, which completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
5.8. Corollary. Let R be a reduced noetherian ring. Then the following two 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is a finitely-generated, flat, locally, quasi-polynomial R-algebra in one 
variable. 
(ii) A is a weakly projective R-algebra such that dim k(p) OR A = 1 for each prime 
ideal p of R. 
Proof. (i) = (ii): This implication follows from Theorem 5.7 and Corollary 5.2. 
(ii) = (i): Suppose A is a weakly projective R-algebra. Then A is clearly finitely- 
generated flat over R. Furthermore k(p)@, A is weakly projective over k(p). Thus 
WO~A=:(p)l’l, V31, [lOI. q 
6. Invertible algebras 
6.1. Let R be a ring. An R-algebra A is called invertible if there is an R-algebra B 
such that A OR Bz, Rm) for some n. As for the basic properties of invertible 
algebras we refer to [8]. (Called ‘projective’ algebras in 181.) 
6.2. Proposition. Let R be a local ring, and let A be an invertible R-algebra. Then 
RR(A) is stably equivalent o a free A-module of finite rank. (See [ 14, p. 3301.) 
Proof. Let B be an invertible R-algebra such that A@, Ba R[,“l. An invertible 
algebra is weakly projective, [8]. Let f: B-+ R be an augmentation. Then f induces 
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an augmentation f ‘: A ORB -+A as an A-algebra. Since R&l C&B) z (A Z&B)“, 
we have 
Therefore we obtain an A-isomorphism 
Note that fi(A@,B)“=A” and fi(Q,(A)@, B)zQR(A). On the other hand, 
&(A ORCIR(B))zA ORfgRR(B). This shows that &(A &RR(B)) is a free 
A-module because f#Q,(B) is a free R-module. Thus R&4) is stably equivalent o a 
free A-module of finite rank. D 
6.3. Lemma. Let R c S be a ring extension, and let A4 be a finitely-generated pro- 
jective RIn’-module. Suppose S@, M is extended from S. Then there is a finitely- 
generated R-subalgebra I? of S such that R OR M is extended from R. 
Proof. We can choose an R[“’ -module M’ so that MO M’z R’“” for some r. We 
may assume MOM’=R[“‘elO...OR[“‘e,, where (e,, . . ..e.} is a basis of R[“lr. 
Suppose M is generated by F,, . . . , F,E R[“Ir. Then S@QR Mz S”“F, + .-a + S[“‘F,, where 
the right hand side is considered as an S ‘“‘-submodule of S’““= S’“‘e,@ .-- 3S’“‘er. 
Since S@,M is extended from S, we can find a finitely-generated projective 
S-module N so that SC&M= S”“&N. Let Iv’ be an S-module such that 
N@N’a S” for some m. We may assume NON’= Sm. Suppose N= SC, + ... + SC,,, 
and N’= SC; + a-. + SC; for G;, GEE S”. Then S”“@,Nz St”‘G, + ... + Stn’G,. 
Thus there is an S’“‘-isomorphism 
@I: S”“G, + . ..+S[“‘G.+S’“‘F1 + ..a +Sin’F,. 
Now it is easy to see that there is a finitely-generated R-subalgebra R of S satisfying 
the following two conditions: 
(a) R”“@(G’) + --- +Rt”‘@(G,,,) =R”“F, + -a. + R[“F,, 
(b) (RG,+...+RG,)O(RG;+...+RG~)=R”. 
This shows that 
i.e. R&M is extended from R. q 
6.4. Corollary. Let R CS be a ring extension, and let A be a weakly projective 
R-algebra, Let M be a finitely-generated projective A-module. Suppose S 8)R A4 is 
extended from S. Then there is a finitely-generated R-subalgebra I? of S such that 
RaR M is extended from R. 
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Proof. Since S@,M is extended from S, the St”]-module S[n]@,q M is extended 
from S. Thus there is a finitely-generated R-subalgebra R of S such that Rt”)Oa M 
is extended from R, i.e. R[fl)@AMaR[“l@jR A for some R-module i\;i. Now let 
h : R[“l -+A be an augmentation, and let h’ : R tn) --t R OR A be an induced augmenta- 
tion. Then we have h;(R[nl~A~)~:hl(R[“I~Rn;i) as R@RA-modules. From the 
definition of h’, we see that I~~(f?l”t@~M)azR@~M and hL(Rr”lO~fi)z 
(R OR A)@JR A. Therefore we get R OR Mz (R OR A)OR R. This shows that R OR A4 
is extended from R, which completes the proof of the corollary. Z 
The following lemma is due to Connell [S]. 
6.5. Lemma. Let R be a ring, and let A be a weakly projective R-algebra. Then 
RR(A) is finitely-generated projective over A. 
Proof. (See [8, p. 2891.) Since A is weakly projective, we have a pair of ring 
homomorphisms g : A * Rin) and f : R["l -+ A such that f 0 g = idA. Therefore we get 
a map g&?,(A) -, RR(R[“]), which induces a map F : f,,g,Q,(R) -, f~Q,(Rl”)). 
From the assumption f 0 g= idA it follows that f,g#Q,(A) and RR(A) are naturally 
isomorphic, and hence we may identify QR(A) with fSgffSZR(A). On the other hand, 
g induces a map G : f~.Q,(R(“]) -+ QR(A). It is easy to verify that G 2 F is the identity 
on QR(A). This shows that QR(A) is a direct summand of a free A-module 
firQ;)R(R[n)), which completes the proof. q 
6.6. Lemma. Let R be a noetherian ring with dim R = r, and let A be an R-algebra 
stably equivalent o R . 1’1 Then A[“1zRl”+‘] for n=2r- 1. 
Proof. Let r be a nil-radical of R, and let R=R/r. Then R@RA[“]~Rt”+‘) for 
n = 2’- 1, [l, p. 4741. Since A is R-flat, we have AIn)= R[“+ ‘1 by Lemma 4.3. 0 
6.1. Theorem. Let R be a ring, and let A be an R-algebra. Then the following two 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is an invertible R-algebra such that RR(A) E Pit(A). 
(ii) A is stably equivalent o S&4) for some ME Pit(R). (See [14, p. 3361.) 
Proof. (i) * (ii): Let B be an R-algebra such that A 0, B So RI”). Since the natural 
maps A + A OR B and B -* A OR B are injective, [8], we may assume that A and B are 
R-subalgebras of RI”] such that A OR B z A [B] = R[“l, i.e. A OR B is naturally isomor- 
phic to Rml. Suppose A = R[F,, . . . , F,,] and B = R[G,, ,.. , G,]. Then we can choose a 
finitely-generated n-subalgebra R of R so that R[F,, . . . , F,, G,, . . . , G,] = Rt”), where 
n denotes the prime ring of R. Note that R is a finite-dimensional noetherian ring. 
Let us set A=R[F ,,..., F,] and B=R[G ,,..., G,]. Let g:R(“)-R be an augmenta- 
tion defined by g(X;) = 0 (i = 1, . . . , n), and let h =g 1 B, the restriction of g to B. Thus 
h : B-R is an augmentation such that h(B) =R. Consider the augmentation 
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h’: A ORB -A induced from h : B-R. Through the natural isomorphism A ORB- 
A[B], we may regard h’ as an augmentation of RI”’ such that h’(B) =l?. Therefore 
we have h’(R[‘])= h’(A[B])=A, and hence A is weakly projective over R. Thus 
Qp(A) is a finitely-generated projective A-module (Lemma 6.5). Since R,(A) is an 
element of Pit(A) such that R,@, QR(A) is stably equivalent to a free AD-module 
for each prime ideal p of R (Proposition 6.2), R,@, d,(A) itself is a free AD-module 
of rank one. This shows that QR(A) is extended from R (Proposition 1.7). Note that 
R@,A =A and ROR f2,&i)zQR(A). By virtue of Corollary 6.4 we can find a 
finitely-generated R-subalgebra R’ of R so that R’OR Q,q(A) is extended from R’. 
Since R’& A 2 R’[A], the R’[A]-module .Qfl,(R’[A]) is extended from R’. Replacing 
R by R’, we may assume from the first that OR(A) is extended from R. Let P be any 
prime ideal of R. Then RPOR RR(A) is a free iip-module of rank one, which implies 
~(P)O,SZR(A)~((~(P)O~A)~, a free module of rank one over k(P)&A. Thus 
k(P)@,A is a weakly projective k(P)-algebra with dim k(P)@, A = 1, [S, p. 2891, 
and therefore we have k(P)@RA~k(P)“’ (see [B], [lo]). It follows from Theorem 
5.7 that A is locally quasi-polynomial R-algebra in one variable. Since Q,(A,) is a 
free Ap-module of rank one, AP is stably equivalent to RF’ as an Rp-algebra 
(Corollary 4 7) So AF’a R 
other words,‘Wi”’ * 
tn+” for n=2’- 1, where r=dim R (Lemma 6.6). In P 
is locally polynomial R-algebra, and therefore AIn’ 31 S,(m) for 
some projective R-module N, [4]. Under this isomorphism we identify A’“’ with 
S&V). Let @ : S,(m) -R be a natural augmentation, and let IJI : ii 4 R be a restric- 
tion of @ to A. Since QR(A@‘) zA’“l@A (Q&i)@A”) and Q,(S#)) E S,@)@R iV, 
we have u/#(52~(~)OA”)~~.(S~(m)oRm), which implies w,RR(A)@Rz~. If we 
define A= I,Y~I?R(A), then h?f~ Pit(R) and A”“= SR(~) zR S&@)‘“‘. Let us set 
M=R@,m. Then M~pic(R) and R@RA[“]z~S~(M)~“~. Recall that RB),AsA, 
and hence At”’ =.R SR(M)tnl. This shows that A is stably equivalent o S&4). 
(ii) = (i): Obvious. C 
6.8. Let R be a reduced ring, and let S be a reduced ring containing R. We say that 
R is F-closed in S if any element a E S such that a*, g3, na E R for some positive integer 
n is contained in R. When R is F-closed in any reduced ring S containing R, we say 
that R is an F-ring. An R-algebra A stably equivalent o R[‘l is always isomorphic to 
R[‘I if and only if R is an F-ring. Let C be a reduced ring with a finite number of 
minimal prime ideals, and let K be the total quotient ring of C. The intersection 
F(C) = n, C, of all F-rings such that CC C,cK is also an F-ring, which is called an 
F-closure of C. We note that C is an F-ring if and only if F(C) = C. Suppose C is a 
subring of an F-ring R. Then there is an injective C-homomorphism F(C)&R, and 
hence F(C) may be viewed as a subring of R. (See [l].) 
6.9. Corollary. Let R be a ring such that R/r is an F-ring, where F is the nil-radical 
of R. Let A be an R-algebra. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is an invertible R-algebra such that OR(A) E Pit(A). 
(ii) A Z~ SR(M) for some ME Pit(R) (cf. [14]). 
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Proof. (i) = (ii): Let A be as in the proof of Theorem 6.7. Thus Al”la S&G)t”l for 
ME Pit(R). We set C=R/(rnR). Since R is a noetherian ring, C is a noetherian 
subring of the F-ring R/F. Therefore the F-closure F(C) is also a subring of R/F 
(6.8). If P is any prime ideal of F(C), then F(C),&A is clearly stably equivalent o 
F(C)!‘, and hence we have F(C),&A zF(C)F’ because F(C)p is an F-ring, [l]. 
Thus we can take NE Pic(F(C)) so that F(C)&ii zS&N), [4]. Thus we get 
R/F&A “R/F&C) (F(C)O,A)~SR/,(R/FOF,C,N). 
Now let p be any prime ideal of R. Then 
W,/FR,) ORiF (R/&h A) s W,/F&,)? 
which implies R,@, A zRll, [1], because R,@,A is stably equivalent to Ryl 
(Theorem 6.7). This shows that A z.SR(M) for some ME Pit(R), [4], which com- 
pletes the proof of (i) = (ii). 
(ii) = (i): Obvious. 0 
6.10. Corollary. Let R be a ring containing an infinite field k. Let A and B be any 
pair of invertible R-algebras such that QR(A) E Pit(A) and QR(B) E Pit(B). Then 
A& Bz S,(M)@, SR(N) for some h4, NE Pit(R). 
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 6.7, A,, is stably equivalent o RF’ for each prime ideal 
p of R. Similarly, B, is also stably equivalent to R!‘. Thus A,& B,zRa’, [2], 
i.e. A@,B is a locally polynomial R-algebra. So we can choose a projective 
R-module L so that A@, Bn SR(L), [4]. We identify A@, B with SR(L). Then 
n,(AO,B)a~RR(A)ORBOAORR~(B)~SR(L)ORL. 
If @ : S&L) -R be a natural augmentation, then 
~~(~R(A)ORB)O~#(AORRR(B))~L. 
Let us set M=@,(QR(A)@, B) and N=#,(A@,QR(B)). Then M,NE Pit(R) and 
A ORB = S,(L) I S&l)@R SR(N) as required. Cl 
6.11. Remark. (See [22].) Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and let k[t*, t3] be a 
subring of a polynomial ring k[t]. Let P= (t2, t3) be a prime ideal of k[t2, t3]. We set 
R = k[t2, t3]p and A =R[X+ fXn] + PR[XJ (n> l), where X is an indeterminate. 
Then A is weakly projective R-algebra such that A$R[X], [22, p. 3551. Note that R 
is an F-ring, and hence A is not invertible (Corollary 6.9). 
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